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Introduction
XML is a semi-structural and standard document format to exchange data. Elements in 
XML documents are regular and there are structural relationships between them [1]. In 
fact, processing queries in XML should  recognize these structural relationships. They 
also should determine the order of elements in a document. Node labeling in XML data 
is one way to increase the efficiency of query processing. Labeling means allocating a 
unique identifier to each node in XML documents [2]. A labeling scheme encompasses 
traversal or browsing the document, analyzing the elements, and assessing available rela-
tionships between elements. So, it should generate small enough labels in order to be 
processed efficiently both in initial label assigning as well as when queries are issued.

A challenging problem of the existing labeling schemes is the need for relabeling nearly 
all the existing nodes after inserting new nodes in XML documents.  While update in 
XML data is a usual operation in many real-world applications, e.g. stream data, relabe-
ling will influence the query performance, especially when large-size labels are assigned 
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to the nodes. In this paper, we introduce a new method to label XML documents. In this 
method, we pay attention to the evaluation criteria of labeling schemes, so besides the 
efficiency of the method, it can optimize queries on dynamic XML data without relabe-
ling the existing nodes.

The labeling method supports the structural relationships, AD (Ancestor–Descend-
ant), PC (Parent–Child), DO (Document Order)1 and Sibling relations, between nodes. 
The method uses a simple algorithm to produce small-size labels. Experimental results 
show that the proposed method is efficient in terms of the label size, labeling time, que-
rying time and update/insertion time. The results are compared against state-of-the-art 
labeling methods.

In the following, we provide a summary of the related works in “Related works” sec-
tion. Our proposed method is introduced in “Proposed method” section. In “Results and 
discussion” section, the results of the experiments are reported and analyzed in terms of 
several performance criteria. The paper is concluded in “Summary and conclusions” sec-
tion, followed by “Future work” section which gives some perspectives on future works.

Related works
Several methods have been proposed for labeling XML documents. Existing methods 
can be summarized and can be grouped into four categories:

• Range-based labeling schemes: These schemes are characterized by incorporating 
<START, END> arguments to the labels [3]. The START and END components of 
a label determine  the start and the end of the corresponding position of nodes in 
the XML tree. The schemes under this category [1, 3–10] can determine AD rela-
tionships. Labels’ size in these schemes are compact. The depth of the tree does not 
influence the size of the labels. The main challenge of these schemes is they do not 
support dynamic XML documents. That is, after inserting new nodes, relabeling is 
inevitable. Inability to detect all the structural relationships is another weakness of 
the range based labeling schemes.

• Prefix-based labeling schemes: In the schemes in this category [11–25], each node 
label involves the label of its ancestor besides its own. The structural relationships 
are determined by looking at the labels. However, the size of the labels increases 
especially for nodes occurring in deeper levels of the XML tree, yielding more stor-
age overhead. Moreover, inserting a new node in the rightmost places at a level does 
not need to re-label other nodes but inserting in elsewhere will affect the label of 
other nodes. In [26], the deleted labels are reused for encoding newly inserted nodes, 
which could effectively lower the label size.

• Multiplication based labeling schemes: These schemes [5, 27–35] use prime numbers 
with multiplication and division operations to determine the relationships among the 
nodes. Prime numbers are exploited in order to support the uniqueness of the labels. 
However, this leads to an exploded space overhead as well as computation overhead 
for determining the order of nodes in the document.

1 Following sibling and preceding sibling.
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• Vector based labeling schemes: These schemes use a vector order [36–41]. The 
methods in this category are defined based on vector ordering and commonly are 
orthogonal to the other schemes, i.e. they can be applied to other labeling schemes. 
The basic problem in these schemes is their computation time overhead for general 
cases of a new node insertion as well as for querying nodes in different levels.

Our  proposed scheme exploits the advantages of  prefix-based  labeling schemes and 
provides solutions to overcome their disadvantages.

Proposed method
In this section, we provide a detailed presentation of how the whole process of node 
labeling is taken place. Firstly, we illustrate how to label the nodes using an example. 
Then, we describe how a newly inserted node is labeled and how the order of nodes is 
preserved, and how the structural relationships among nodes are determined. Also, we 
analyze the label size requirements of our labeling method.

The proposed labeling method uses binary bit values (0 and 1) for specifying the iden-
tity of a node. For a node in an XML tree, we keep the level at which the node is in the 
tree, the identifier of its parent, and the node’s identifier, which we denote respectively 
by <Level, Parentid, Selfid>, where Selfid is the identifier of the node itself. By the “label”, 
we mean the whole collection composed of the three parts.

Binary values are used for each of the three parts with appropriate minimum length. 
For example, for a length of one bit, the first node takes Selfid 0 and the second one takes 
1 in a given level. To label the third node in that level, two bits are required and the third 
node takes 00 for its Selfid, the fourth takes 01, and so on. When new nodes are inserted, 
the label of the existing nodes remains unchanged. To preserve the uniqueness of the 
labels, some bits are added to the end of Selfid. We call the augmented bits ‘update iden-
tifier’, which is denoted by UpID. Note that our labeling method keeps the ordering of 
nodes and supports the structural relationships among them. Figure 1 depicts an exam-
ple XML tree with nodes labeled by the proposed method.

As shown in Fig. 1, the length of the labels is variable; so, we should take this into account 
in the labeling scheme. To do this, a fixed label length could be assigned for all nodes. In this 
way, there is no need to store the size of labels. However, it is clear that a fixed length label 

Fig. 1 An XML tree labeled by the proposed method
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storage schemes are subject to overflow by the update process which requires the relabeling 
of all existing nodes [30]. Alternatively, it is possible to use a variable length labeling scheme 
which requires the size (length) of the label to be stored in addition to the label itself. It is 
not the case to use a fixed length of bits for storing the variable size of the labels because 
the original fixed-length of bits will eventually be too small, requiring all existing nodes to 
be relabeled, or this leads to significant wastage of storage space if a very large fixed-length 
of bits is used [42]. In other words, not only labels should have variable sizes but also the 
length field of the labels should be stored, and be identified, using a variable length scheme. 
Thus, we store each label’s length using the encoding method called FibLSS [43] along with 
the label itself, just before it.

FibLSS encoding

The FibLSS method uses the Fibonacci numbers sequence. It is defined such that each term 
in the sequence is the sum of the previous two terms:

Note that, every positive integer n has a unique representation as the sum of one or more 
distinct non-consecutive Fibonacci numbers called Zeckendorf representation.  For each 
positive integer n, there is a positive integer N such that:

The Zeckendorf representation of a positive integer is unique because no two consecutive 
Fibonacci terms occur in the Zeckendorf representation to build the Fibonacci label encod-
ing scheme.

Given a binary encoded bit-string label  Nnew = 110101, the length of Nnew is firstly deter-
mined, i.e. 6 bits. The Zeckendorf representation of 6 is 5 + 1 = 1 × 1 + 0 × 2 + 0 × 3 + 1 × 
5. So, the binary string is “1001”. Since the last bit in the Fibonacci coded binary string of 
a Zeckendorf representation is always “1”, an extra “1” bit is appended to the end of the bit 
string to act as a delimiter, separating the length of a node label from the label itself. Thus, 
the binary string for the length is now “10011”. The length of the label is encoded and stored 
before the label itself. Hence, the label  Nnew (110101) is encoded and stored using the Fibo-
nacci label storage scheme as 10011110101.

Label size analysis

To label the nodes at each level of the XML tree, the number of bits used starts from 1, i.e. 
the length field. We can identify two nodes with one bit. Afterward, the number of bits 
increases one bit and we can identify four nodes with two bits. Likewise, the number of 
nodes we can encode with n bits is  2n. So, the number of total bits used to encode nodes 
with 1 up to the n bits, denoted by B, is computed using the following equation:

The Fibonacci sequence is given by the recurrence relation Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2

For n ≥ 2, where F0 = 0 and F1 = 1.

n =

N
∑

k=0

∈k Fk where ∈k is 0 or 1, and ∈k ∗ ∈k+1= 0

(1)B =

n
∑

i=1

i × 2
i
= (n− 1)× 2

n+1
+ 2
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Equation 1 can be proved by induction. Let N be the maximum number of nodes to be 
encoded. It can be obtained from the following relation:

By substituting Eq. 2 in Eq. 1 we will have:

Consequently, to assign the unique identifiers to N nodes each with an appropriate 
length, i.e. at least 1 bit and at most n bits, the total storage requirement of the labeling 
scheme is NlogN+2

2 + 2logN+2
2 − 2N − 2 bits. Note that, this is the total storage which 

is needed in the worst case. However, for the average case, as the number nodes to be 
encoded using the FibLSS encoding increases exponentially, the growth rate in the num-
ber of bits required to encode nodes is linear [43].

Algorithm  1 provides a summarized illustration of how labels are assigned to the 
nodes based on the FibLSS encoding scheme.

Algorithm 1. Create SelfID 
Input: an XML tree
Output: SelfID of the nodes 
begin

foreach level
begin 

n=1 //n is the number of bits needed to create new SelfID
nnode=0 //nnode denotes the number of nodes that labeled 
foreach node 
begin 

nnode++
SelfID=create_SelfID (n, nnode)
Save SelfID
if nnode=2 pow n then n++ 

end

end
end

create_SelfID (n, nnode) 
begin 

id=convert nnode to n-bit binary code // i.e. n=2 and nnode=1 then id=01
id_length=create_Zeckendorf(n) // i.e. if n=2 its zeckendorf is 011 
return (id_length concatenate id) 

end 

(2)N = 2
1
+ 2

2
+ 2

3
+ · · · + 2

n
= 2

n+1
− 2 → n = logN+2

2 − 1

(3)
B = (n− 1)× 2

n+1
+ 2 =

[(

logN+2
2 − 2

)

× (N + 2)

]

+ 2

= NlogN+2
2 + 2logN+2

2 − 2N − 2
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Updating the document

An important issue in labeling XML documents is the “updating process”. Particularly, 
the insertion of new nodes to the XML tree should not influence the label of the other 
nodes. Our proposed method avoids relabeling due to the technique used for labeling 
nodes when new nodes are inserted.

Inserting new nodes occurs in three general cases: inserting a node before the left-
most node, inserting a node after the rightmost node, and inserting a node between any 
two nodes at any position. We review each of these cases and explain how the proposed 
method overcomes such cases.

Case 1: Insert a node before the leftmost node

For this case, the label of the inserted node becomes the label of the leftmost node con-
catenated with a more “0” bit as its UpID. For example, in Fig. 2 the leftmost node in 
the second level has the label “2,1,0”. Thus, the label of the inserted node A would be 
“2,1,0.0”. Then, node B is inserted and its label will be “2,1,0.00”.

Case 2: Insert a node after the rightmost node

The label of the inserted node is the label of the rightmost node concatenated with a 
more “1” bit as its UpID. For example, in Fig. 3 the rightmost node has the label “3,10,1”. 

Fig. 2 Insert a node before the leftmost node

Fig. 3 Insert a node after the rightmost node
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Therefore, the label of the inserted node C will be “3,10,1.1”. Then, node D is inserted 
and its label will be “3,10,1.11”.

If E and F (Fig. 4) are inserted in the XML tree as the children of node C, their labels 
will become “4,1.1,0” and “4,1.1,1”, respectively.

Case 3: Insert a node between any two nodes at any position

In such cases, the size of labels of the two neighbor sibling nodes is compared. If the size 
of the left sibling node’s label is less than or equal to the size of the right sibling, we add 
a more ‘0’ bit to UpID of the right node. This means that the new node has been inserted 
between these nodes as its left and right siblings. Otherwise, the label of the inserted 
node is the label of left sibling node concatenated with a more “1” bit to its UpID.

Due to the method of assigning labels to the nodes the size of identifiers increases 
from left to right. So, the length of each node’s ID is smaller than the one of its right 
neighbors. Hence, the label size of the left node is greater than its right neighbor if UpID 
of left node’s label is not null.

For example, in Fig. 5 node G is inserted between nodes with labels “2,00,00” and 
“2,00,01”. The left sibling node has the SelfID “00” and the right sibling node has 

Fig. 4 Insert child of nodes with UpID

Fig. 5 Insert nodes at any position
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the SelfID “01”. The length of the two labels is equal and the right node has not UpID. 
Hence, the label of G is the SelfID of the right node concatenated by a “0” bit as its 
UpID, i.e. “2,00,01.0”. Then, node H is inserted into the tree. The Labels of the left and 
the right neighbors of node H are “2,00,00” and “2,00,01.0”, respectively. The label of 
node H is formed by the right node’s UpID concatenated with a “0” bit (“2,00,01.00”) 
because the size of the left node’s label is less than that of the right node. Also, 
node I  is insert between the nodes with respective labels (“2,00,01.0” and “2,00,01”). 
The SelfIDs of these nodes are “01.0” and “01”. Since the length of the left node’s label 
is greater than that of the right node, we concatenate the label of the left node with a 
more “1” bit to obtain the label of the inserted node, I, which is “2,00,01.01”.

Algorithm 2 summarizes the node insertion process discussed above.

Algorithm 2. Insert Node
Input: Left_SelfID and Right_SelfID
Output: New_SelfID
Begin
if (Left_SelfID is empty and Right_SelfID is not empty) 
//Insert a node before the leftmost node 

New_SelfID = Right_SelfID concatenate 0
else if (Left_SelfID is not empty and Right_SelfID is empty)
//Insert a node before the rightmost node 

New_SelfID = Left_SelfID concatenate 1
else if (Left_SelfID is not empty and Right_SelfID is not empty)

if (Length (Left_SelfID) <= Length (Right_SelfID))
New_SelfID = Right_SelfID concatenate 0

else
New_SelfID = Left_SelfID concatenate 1

end 

Order of labels

Primarily, the ordering between nodes is determined according to the size and the 
binary value of the labels. Here we only consider the SelfID for simplicity and omit 
the Level and the ParentID which are clear in a given context node. We label the 
nodes of a given level from left to right using appropriate label sizes starting from 1 
bit, up to whatever is needed.

After inserting a node and updating the XML tree, we add  the UpID part  to the 
node’s label, just after its SelfID. Therefore, for insert operation, only the UpID part of 
the inserted nodes are changed. The following rules are used to determine the order 
of two nodes A and B in a given context:

(a) Without considering UpIDs, if SelfID of A is less than B’s SelfID then A is in the left 
of B, e.g. 1 < 00.001 and 1 < 1010 and 10 < 11.
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(b) Without considering UpIDs, if SelfID of A is equal to B’s SelfID then we should 
compare their UpIDs. If UpID of A is less than B’s UpID then A is in the left of B. 
Two UpIDs are compared according to the following rules:

(1) If the UpID of a label is not null and start with 0 then it is smaller than the label that 
its UpID is null and if the UpID of a label starts with 1, then it is greater than the 
label that has no UpID.

(2) The lexicographical comparison of UpIDs is used if the UpIDs have the same size.
(3) If the length of A’s UpID is less than the length of B’s UpID and A’s UpID is the pre-

fix of B’s, then if the first bit after the prefix string of A is 1 then B’s UpID is greater 
than A’s UpID otherwise A’s UpID is the greater one.

(4) If the length of A’s UpID is greater than B’s and B’s UpID is the prefix of A’s UpID 
then, if the first bit after the prefix string of B is 1 then A’s UpID is less than B’s 
UpID otherwise A’s UpID is the greater one.

For example: 0.000 < 0.00 < 0.001 < 0.0 < 0.01 < 0 < 1.00 < 1.0 < 1.01 < 1 < 00.0 < 00.01 < 00 < 01.

Determining structural relationships

To have an efficient XML query processing, the labeling scheme should determine the 
structural relationships. The proposed labeling scheme can determine P–C, A–D and 
sibling relationships among arbitrary nodes.

P–C relationship

In an XML tree to specify P–C relationship between node A with label <LevelA, 
 ParentIDA,  SelfIDA> and node B with label <LevelB,  ParentIDB,  SelfIDB> it suf-
fices to compare ParentID of a node with SelfID of the other node. It means, if 
 ParentIDA = SelftIDB and  LevelA = LevelB + 1 then A is the child of B. For exam-
ple, node A with label “2,00,01.001” is the child of node B with label “1,0,00” because 
 ParentIDA = SelftIDB = 00 and  LevelA = 2 = LevelB + 1=1 + 1.

A–D relationship

We can determine the A–D relationship like to the P–C relationship as a recursive func-
tion. It repeats this recursive function |LevelA–LevelB| times.

Sibling relationship

In an XML tree, node A with label <LevelA,  ParentIDA,  SelfIDA> and node B with label 
<LevelB,  ParentIDB,  SelfIDB> should be in the same level to have the sibling relation-
ship. That is,  ParentIDA = ParentIDB  and  LevelA = LevelB.  For example, node A with 
label “2,00,01.011” is the sibling of node B with label “2,00,01.001” since  ParentIDA = Par-
entIDB = 00 and  LevelA = LevelB = 2.

Results and discussion
To evaluate the proposed method for labeling XML documents, we compare it with two 
leading methods, namely IBSL and P–Containment [5]. The P–Containment method 
has the difficulty with relabeling when inserting nodes in the XML tree. We solve this 
problem by applying our method to it. In this way, we implement the mapping function 
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to convert integers allocated to parameters Start, End, and Parent_Start to the binary bit 
string, and we call it NP–Containment.

There are four sets of tests in this performance evaluation: the first set compares the 
storage requirement of three schemes. The second set analyzes labeling time. The third 
set examines the query performance and the last set investigates update performance.

Experimental setting

We conduct the performance evaluations on a Pentium  (R) Dual-Core CPU E5300 
@2.60  GHz 2.60  GHz and 4.00  GB of RAM Windows 7 Professional computer. We 
implement all schemes using Visual C#. net 2008. To avoid the discrepancy, we run each 
performance test 6 times. We ignore the first run and take the average value.

Characteristics of the datasets

The datasets used in the performance evaluations are “Lineitem”, “Treebank_e”, and 
“Orders” that are accessible online on the internet [44]. The XMark datasets were gener-
ated using xmlgen of the XMark: Benchmark Standard for XML Database Management 
[45] with factors 0.02 and 0.3. Table 1 presents the characteristics of the datasets.

Storage requirement

In this section, we evaluate the storage space required for storing the labels generated 
by each of the labeling schemes. We save labels in a file in the formats shown in Table 2.

Figure 6 shows the total amount of storage required for labels to be generated by each 
of the three methods when executed on the datasets.

In the experiments, no compression is used. The storage requirement of IBSL is more 
than that of the other methods. This is expectable, as IBSL is a prefix-based scheme 
and its label size depends on the number of children of every node, i.e. the fan-out of 
XML documents. Regarding Table 1, the maximum fan-out of dataset Orders is 15,000. 

Table 1 Characteristics of the datasets

Dataset Title Size (MB) No. of nodes Max. depth No. 
of attributes/# 
usage

Max. fan-out

DS0 Xmark (0.02) 2.27 33,140 12 14/7384 4858

DS1 Orders 5 150,001 3 1/1 15,000

DS2 Xmark (0.3) 34 501,498 12 14/114,731 73,761

DS3 Lineitem 30 1,022,976 3 1/1 60,175

DS4 Treebank_e 82 2,437,666 36 1/1 56,384

Table 2 Label format of schemes

Scheme Label format

New Level.ParentID.SelfID

IBSL ParentLabel.SelfLabel

NP–-Containment Start.End.ParentStart
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Therefore, it uses 15,001 bits (1 bit zero and 15,000 bits one) to signify the last child of 
a given node. Moreover, this scheme is based on a fix-length approach, i.e. the children 
of an intended node have the same label size. However, new needs maximum 17 bits for 
this case, where all the children of a node do not have the same label size.

Figure  7 presents  the maximum length of labels generated by the three competing 
methods.

Fig. 6 Storage requirement

Fig. 7 Largest size of labels
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The label’s length is the number of bits that assigned to SelfID for the IBSL as well as 
New schemes, and the sum of the Start length and End length for the NP–Containment 
scheme. The New scheme stores the length field of SelfID and SelfID itself. Nevertheless, 
the size of the labels generated by New is still much smaller than that of IBSL, and out-
performs NP–Containment.

Overall, regarding all the datasets, the New method has the least storage requirement, 
and its average label size is 19% and 63.53% of IBSL’s and NP–Containment’s label sizes, 
respectively. The maximum label size of the New scheme is 0.04% of IBSL and 33.88% of 
NP–Containment, on average for all the datasets in our experiments.

Labeling time

We study the time required to label a given XML document. Figure 8 shows the time 
required for labeling. It is the average labeling time taken from five tests we performed 
on each dataset. The labels are generated by applying depth-first strategy by all the three 
labeling schemes.

Figure 8 shows that for all the five datasets. The New scheme is faster than IBSL, espe-
cially for bigger data sets. Also, the labeling time for the NP–Containment scheme (that 
is, P–Containment combined with the New labeling scheme in order of contextualiza-
tion) is as good as New’s time. However, notice that the P–Containment method has 
to relabel all nodes when new nodes are inserted. IBSL manipulates longer node labels 
as it stores the label of the parent (hence the label of its ancestors) of an intended node 
in addition to SelfID. Therefore, this method requires much more time for the labeling 
process. Considering all the datasets, the New method generates required labels almost 
12.74 times faster than IBSL.

Fig. 8 Labeling time
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Query response time

For performance evaluation in updates, we investigate the time needed to process the 
queries. It stores labels in the tables of a relational database. To optimize queries and 
increase the efficiency of the update operations, we consider two table storing infor-
mation about datasets. The first table includes the name of each node, its text, and 
label. The second table stores node attributes name and their values with the foreign 
key that is the primary key of the first table.

We store the labels of New  in three fields including  NodeLevel,  ParentID, 
and SelfID. The primary key of the first table is SelfID along with NodeLevel. For NP–
Containment, the relational table contains the name of every node, its text, Start, End, 
and Parent_Start values. At the update time, We use New to generate inserted nodes’ 
labels. We implemented the IBSL scheme for which the relational table includes the 
name of each node, its text and the values of SelfID and ParentLabel.

We have implemented all schemes by the depth-first traversal method. We applied 
this evaluation on Xmark (0.02) database. The table for the elements includes 33,140 
records and 7384 records for the attributes.

Table 3 shows the studied queries. The “number of retrieved nodes” is the count of 
records retrieved as the query response.

Figure 9 presents the results. For the New method, the time needed for queries, Q1 
to Q5, is 80% of the NP–Containment time on average, but for query Q6, NP–Contain-
ment has been 1.3 times faster.

To answer query Q6, the New method should check one more condition than NP–
Containment; i.e. the comparison of the levels to determine P–C relation. This addi-
tional operation justifies why the  NP–Containment scheme operates faster than the 
New method.

In query  Q6, where it  retrieves all descendants for the “site” node,  IBSL  acts better 
than the other two methods because it is a full prefix-based scheme and can quickly 
determine the A–D relationships. Therefore,  IBSL  is 40.9 times faster than New. New 
and NP–containment use a recursive algorithm to determine A–D relationship, hence, 
they need more time to process such queries. For the queries Q1 to Q5, New is 15.9 and 
1.3 times faster than IBSL and NP–Containment respectively, on average.

Updating time

In this part of the performance evaluation, we test the time needed to insert new nodes 
in various positions of the XML tree. Figure 10 illustrates the results.

Table 3 Evaluated queries

Number of retrieved nodes Query

Q1 6 //site/*

Q2 510 //person/name

Q3 510 //person[child::name]/@id

Q4 249 //person/*/city

Q5 1140 //bidder/parent::open-auction

Q6 33,139 //site//*
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For this test, we insert 5 nodes in the leftmost place of the first level. Figure 10 shows 
the average time needed for the insertions as “Left_ins”. Then we insert 5 nodes in the 
rightmost place  with an average time expressed as “Right_ins”. After that,  we add 5 
nodes  in between the sixth and the seventh nodes in this level, with an average time 
denoted by “Middle_ins”.

According to the results, our method needs less time than the others. As we apply 
New for labeling in NP–Containment, it runs faster than IBSL for insertion. New is 
2.8 and 1.4 times faster than IBSL and NP–Containment respectively, on average.

Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we provided an overview of the existing state-of-the-art methods for 
labeling dynamic XML data which have been investigated during the past years. 
Considering dynamic XML, the existing methods do not fulfill all the performance 
requirements at the same time. An XML labeling method should support the struc-
tural relationships among nodes as well as avoid relabeling any existing node and 
keep the order of nodes when new nodes are inserted into the XML tree. Moreover, 
scalability and efficiency are the two essential requirements to be fulfilled by a labe-
ling method. We proposed a novel labeling method which exploits the FibLSS encod-
ing for labeling XML documents. We discussed the efficiency of the proposed scheme 
and tested it considering the label size, labeling time, querying time and node inser-
tion time. We compared this evaluation  with IBSL and P–Containment which are 
among the leading labeling schemes in labeling the literature. Our method is scalable 
as it avoids relabeling and it has a linear growth for label size. Moreover, it supports 

Fig. 9 Queries response times
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structural relationships while keeping the order of nodes. Our experimental evalua-
tion demonstrated that the proposed method outperforms existing methods in terms 
of several essential requirements, especially the computational processing costs, the 
storage cost while keeping the order and relationships among nodes without any 
relabeling.

Future work
The proposed scheme is suitable and usable for both static and dynamic documents. 
We will apply this scheme to different labeling approaches, especially “range-based” 
methods that have a small storage size and high efficiency. We will also conduct more 
comparative studies on the efficiency of our method for a wider range of XML que-
ries. Besides, some investigations are required for supplying more compact represen-
tations of the labels.
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